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Designed for harmonica, the Blues Bullet also serves as a great vocal mic. Its cardioid pattern dynamic cartridge has been expressly tailored for producing thick, fat
tone while holding cupped – with enough “filthy” tone to satisfy even the most
discriminating blues harp players. And open air, uncapped use produces extremly
smooth, clean vocal audio.
The Blues Bullet allows singing harp players the convenience of singing and playing
through the same mic with great sound throughout. This mic is also a top performer
for either application alone, and can be used with its own amp or plugged into a
mixer. Unique, aerospace casing with stylish retro look and distinctive proptrietary
fluted design for versatility in shaping wah-wah sounds and altering tone while virtually eliminating feedback.
This mic sounds and looks great – a perfect way to augment your overall performance and presentation. It can’t take your blues away, but it can help you howl !!!

Using the Blues Bullet

Connect a XLR to XLR cable or a XLR to ¼” TRS jack cable between the Blues
Bullet and a preamp or a mixer. The microphone is made for picking up the sound
of both harmonica and vocals.
As the microphone has a low impedance output and most guitar amplifiers have a
high impedance input, you will need a transformer from low to high impedance between the microphone and the amplifier.

Precautions

The Blues Bullet is a sensitive piece of equipment and should be handled carefully.
Keep it in the wooden box for storage or transport and be sure that the tea bag with
Silica Gel is in use, to suck moisture out of the electronics. Avoid exposing it for
direct sunlight or extreme humidity for longer periods.

Warranty

Aktiv Audio warrants the product to be free in normal use of any defects in workmanship and materials for two years from the date of purchase. This warranty does
not cover abuse or misuse of the product, use contrary to the instruction, accident,
ordinary wear and tear or unauthorized repair. Should it ever need service, please
contact your dealer.

Specifications

- Type: Dynamic microphone
- Polar patter: Cardioid
- Frequency response: 40 Hz – 16 kHz
- Sensitivity: - 58 db
- Impedance: 220 Ohm
- Max SPL (1% THD @ 1 kHz): 144 db
- Size (H x L x D): 89 x 76 x 57 mm
- Weight: 276 g

Included accessories
- Microphone clip
- User manual
- Wooden box
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